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ACROSS
1 Like 3, 5 and 7
4 Marshland
9 Baby ___; tiny bit of progress
13 "...and a partridge in a ___ tree"
15 Quarrel
16 Feast featuring roast pig
17 Story
18 Actress Sally
19 Goes wrong
20 Very sad
22 Traveler’s stops
23 Milton’s "Paradise ___"
24 Remain behind
26 Take what is offered
29 Flock guardian
34 Give a speech
35 “Been __, done that”
36 By way of
37 Unusual
38 Some SeaWorld performers
39 Epiphany trio
40 Afternoon hour
41 Know-__; wise guy
42 Henry VIII’s house
43 Large tuna
45 Shop with a wonderful smell
46 Campus building
47 Simon or Ryan
48 Buttery toffee candy bar
49 Exciting experience
50 Some Magazine title
51severity
52 Matthew’s boy dolls
53 Magazine title
54 Editorial page
55 Coloring liquid
56 Messenger boy
57 Wept
58 Mattel’s boy dolls
59 Layered rock
60 Magazine title
61 Bisect
62 Rescue
63 Unwanted plant
64 Spirited horse
65 Coloring liquid

DOWN
1 ___ for; choose
2 Deceased
3 Valley
4 Least risky
5 Carpal tunnel syndrome site
6 Eras
7 Stubborn critter
8 Street cart vendors
9 Santa’s vehicle
10 Rotate
11 Desire
12 Face, slangily
13 with; full of
14 Hangman’s need
15 Hairly beast
16 Aneurysm site, often
17 Move slowly
18 Pod that tastes like chocolate
19 Extremely cold
20 Tight, as a rope
21 Concurred
22 Rip
23 Bellies
24 Tardigrade ancestors
25 Extremely cold
26 Make eyes at
27 Move slowly
28 Pod that tastes
29 Layered rock
30 Satan’s realm
31 Get away from
32 Severity
33 Milk factory
34 Rip
35 Bellies
36 Gush forth
37 Uggs ancestors
38 Leaf vegetable
39 Extremely cold
40 Make eyes at
41 Tight, as a rope
42 “Phooey!”
43 Extremely cold
44 Concurred
45 united for a purpose
46 Make eyes at
47 Irritate
48 Gush forth
49 Leaf vegetable
50 Make eyes at
51 Tight, as a rope
52 “Phooey!”
53 Contemplible
54 Peruse
55 Jealousy
56 Messenger boy
57 Wept
58 Mattel’s boy dolls
59 Observe
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